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Pennsylvania Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP)
Email: ltap@state.pa.us Website: gis.penndot.gov/ltap
Phone: 1-800-FOR-LTAP or 717-787-5243 Fax: 717-783-9152
LTAP shares transportation knowledge, improves road maintenance and safety skills, and
puts research and new technology into practice at the local level through:
Training: Workshops are scheduled throughout the state and can be requested as a road show.
Technical Assistance: LTAP technical experts are available by phone, by email, and in person to
help municipalities troubleshoot specific issues on their roadways.
Newsletter: LTAP distributes a quarterly newsletter, Moving Forward, which features the
latest news and new practices and technologies.
Technical Information Sheets: Tech sheets provide useful, technical information on such topics
as effective stop sign placement, how to use the MUTCD, paving roads, and other safety and
maintenance issues related to local roads.
Webinars: LTAP provides webinars quarterly and has a catalog of on-demand webinars on the
website.
Drop-In Sessions: LTAP provides informal, one-hour sessions on a specific topic. LTAP staff will
initiate the session with a short discussion/presentation, and then open up the discussion to
the attendees.
Website: LTAP’s website, gis.penndot.gov/ltap, is a valuable tool that provides up-to-date
information on workshops, news items, LTAP Advisory Committee members, tech sheets,
newsletters, and other resources.
LTAP Professional Certification Program – Roads Scholar: Participants must complete
approved workshops within a three-year period and pass (70%) an in-class quiz taken at the end
of each workshop which consists of 12 questions.
You MUST include your name/contact information on the answer sheet for credit.

•
•
•
•

Roads Scholar 1 – 10 courses
Roads Scholar II – 8 courses
Roads Scholar Administration – 6 courses (must be an elected official or in a
management role)
Roads Scholar Police – 6 courses (must be a police officer)

Successful completion of certified CPR training also earns you one workshop credit.
For a list of approved courses, go to the LTAP website, Roads Scholar Program, View Roads
Scholar Courses.
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5 W’s of Managing Utility Cuts
What is a Utility Cut? – It is an excavation into a street, road and/or sidewalk surface for the
purpose of installing, repairing, or otherwise maintaining a utility service line. These will
include, but are not limited to, gas, water, sewer, electric, communications, traffic sig nals,
street luminaires, fire or police signal systems.
Who performs Utility Cuts? – Utility cuts and crossings can be made by the owner of the facility
and/or their designated excavator. This could include a person, firm, co-partnership, home
owner association, corporation, authority or political subdivision.
Where do Utility Cuts occur? – Utility cuts could occur underground or overhead, within public
right-of-way of a municipal road or state highway. Can we control cuts on private property?
Why are Utility Cuts made? – To maintain the owner’s facilities, connect, disconnect,
reconstruct or remove them.
When can Utility Cuts take place? – After a permit is issued or anytime an emergency occurs.

Why Manage Utility Cuts?
It is in the public interest to regulate the location and construction of utility facilities and other
structures within any municipal right-of-way for the purpose of insuring the structural integrity
of the highway, economy of maintenance, preservation of proper drainage and safe and
convenient passage of traffic. (PennDOT Chapter 459.2 Purpose and Application)
•
•
•
•

Insure Structural Integrity
Safety
Liability
Public Relations
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Utility Cut Restoration
Do you have a Highway Occupancy Permit Program?
Most municipalities have written and adopted their own ordinances. Some adopt the
regulations that are in place for utilities located on state highways or adjacent to them . Others
have adopted their own rules, but follow the same fee schedule as PennDOT. The decision is up
to your municipality.

Highway Occupancy Permit Program
Utility Permits may be issued to install, repair, replace, connect, remove, or disconnect
privately, publicly or cooperatively owned lines, facilities and systems which directly or
indirectly serve the public or any part thereof.
Driveway/Local Road Permits may be issued to install, alter, or remove a driveway, street or
other means of passage of vehicles between the highway and abutting property.
Miscellaneous Permits may be issued to perform seismograph testing, embankment
alterations, surface openings, roadway improvements; construct, replace, or remove curb
and/or sidewalk; connect to Department drainage facilities; open test holes; install, repair,
replace or remove non-utility structures, tipples, conveyors, pedestrian overhead crossings,
subways, mines, or pedestrian underpass crossings.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
The participant will be able to:
• Establish an effective utility cut management program; and/or, address their concerns and
help improve an existing program.
• Understand the requirements for developing and implementing a utility cut permitting
process to protect highway infrastructure investments.
• Properly enforce a utility cut permitting program.
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AGENDA
Program Development – Creating an ordinance. This may require an amendment to the
municipality’s subdivision and land development ordinance to make the utility cut ordinance
more effective.
Inspection – The key to ensuring that the utility cut ordinance is followed and effective is to
have a well-developed inspection program.
Regulations – PennDOT, Chapter 459. Digital copies of this and any other Pa. Code can be
downloaded from www.pacode.com. OSHA
Program Implementation – Procedures and tips for implementing a utility cut program.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
What must a program have to be legally defendable? An ordinance.
Any program that is legally defendable must have an ordinance to back it up. What should go
into an ordinance and how should it be structured and typically decisions made by the
governing body with the recommendations from staff, solicitor, and sometimes the engineer.
But a truly effective ordinance should be balanced and include the opinions from all the
stakeholders in the municipality.
Who should be involved?
• Stakeholders
• Supervisors
• Solicitor
• Code enforcement
• Law enforcement
• Public Works Department
• Utility companies
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There are model ordnances
available from neighboring
municipalities, municipal
associations, and LTAP.
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Ordinance – Purpose and Intent
•
•

Provide for public health, welfare, and safety
Regulate the location and construction of utilities within ROW

•
•

Protect your local highway/roadway infrastructure
Reference all applicable laws, codes, and ordinances utilized in developing this ordinance

Ordinance – Utility Cut Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who is the permittee or who is responsible?
What information must be shown on a plan?
Where can I install a utility line?
What type of restoration is required?
Do I need to comply with ADA regulations?
Are permits required for your own in-house forces?

Ordinance – Who is Responsible…
Applicant
Utility Facilities – The applicant must be the owner or operator of a utility facility. “Those in the
business of providing a utility service”. A utility application may not be submitted in the name
of contractors of the owner or operator of a utility facility, nor in the name of persons only
being serviced by a facility.
Stormwater Facilities – The applicant could be a developer, but could ultimately be a
homeowners association. Notes on a subdivision and or land development plans typically spell
out who will be responsible for future maintenance of a stormwater facility installed by a
developer.
Driveways – Driveway applications must be submitted in the name of the property owner.
Proof of ownership could be submitted with the application. This will typically be the deed or
legal document evidencing the interest in the property.
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Ordinance – Administration
•

•

Principal municipal official(s) are responsible for administration of this ordinance. Section
2322, Second Class Twp. Code indicates “Supervisors or its agents” has the right to grant a
permit. Section 1005, Borough Code, indicates that Borough Council shall have the power to
create a street commissioner. Maybe it is the engineer, public works personnel,
Roadmaster, zoning official, or manager.
– Supervisors or its agents
– Street Commissioner
– Engineer
Any and all applicable laws

•

Any and all applicable related ordinances

Ordinance – Facility or Service Registration
•
•

Require every utility company to register with municipality
Application for registration with associated fee

•

Information required for registration
– Registrant’s name, address, phone, fax, e-mail
– Certificate of insurance
– Plans/drawings indicating location of existing facilities
– Standard specifications

Facility Owner Information can be downloaded from PA One Call website that identifies every
utility company that is located in each and every municipality throughout Pennsylvania.
http://www.pa1call.org/pa811/Public/POCS_Content/Links/Facility_Owner_List.aspx
The more information that you request up front from the applicant will assist you later with
your program. You may find that some utility companies are reluctant to share their
information due to potential terrorism activities.
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Ordinance – Permit Requirement
When is a permit required?
•

Permit Authorization to occupy the right-of-way for relocation, or new installation granted
by written agreement. Be sure that the definition of permit indicates public right-of-way
and that it doesn’t allow the person to occupy an area outside of the public right-of-way on
another person property without first obtaining written approval from the property owner.

Type of utility permit required
•

•

Excavation within right-of-way
– Right-of-way area on, below, or above a road or street in which the municipality has
interest, including other dedicated right-of-way for travel or easements
– You should not allow a utility company to occupy an area outside of the right-of-way on
property which you have no control.
Obstruction within the right-of-way

Permit display
•

Where required upon granting

Utility facility or facilities could be private, publicly, or cooperatively owned lines, facilities and
systems for producing, transmitting, or distributing a utility service.
Permits may not be required if the utility is modifying parts of existing permitted facilities, such
as cable changes within existing conduits, cross arm or transformer replacements or manhole
riser rings on existing manholes prior to roadway resurfacing. Consider at a minimum a threepart permit – 1 copy for your files, 1 copy for the applicant, and 1 copy for the inspector.
Sometimes an additional copy may be necessary for a contractor that is actually performing the
work.

Permits must be obtained by:
•
•

All contractors performing work for municipality
Authorities performing work by own forces or by contractors

•

Utility companies performing work by own forces or by contractors
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What happens if work is not completed in specified time?
•

Can permit be extended? Yes
– If extended, a written time extension should be provided to the municipality.

•

What is the process?
– If approved, a supplement to the original permit should be provided.
– It may also be necessary to determine that the bonds and insurance or other security
required for the original permit is extended to coincide with the completion date of the
supplemental permit.

•

Permit extensions
– Separate application and fee
– You need to indicate that no work is
permitted on an expired permit until such
time that a supplemental permit is reissued.

You should require that the
permittee notify you in
writing that the work is
completed.

•

Delay penalties
– Work not started within certain time period from issuance date on permit
– If you are granted a permit you are required to abide by the ordinance

•

How long is permit good for?
– Request an “Expected Completion Date”
– Specify a specific period of time (3 months,
6 months, or one year maximum)

Include an expiration date
on permit!

“Every permit issued hereunder shall expire at the end of time specified in the permit.”
Failure to have an expiration date on a permit could result in a street cut in a newly paved
street!

Ordinance – Permit Applications
Indicate where the application is to be made. Typically, municipalities provide blank
applications forms for utility companied to fill out. A few municipalities now provide
applications on their websites for utility companies to complete and submit in electronic
format.

PennDOT LTAP Course: Managing Utility Cuts
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When should the application be made
•

30 days prior to start of work

•

60 days prior to start of work where bidding is involved

What is to be contained within the application?
•
•
•

Drawings
Forms
Fees

Drawings: How many sets will be requested? PennDOT requires four sets of plans, detailing the
location and pertinent horizontal and vertical dimensions of the openings. Color coded plans
may not be acceptable because the notations may not be distinguishable on photocopies.
•
•
•

Plan View, Cross-Section
Traffic Control Plan
Location Map

•
•
•

Narrative
Pavement Markings
Quantities/Items

Forms: These are PennDOT highway occupancy related forms. Form number is on the left,
description in the middle column and the current revision date of the form is on the right. Most
of the forms included here deal with utility work while others cover driveway and drainage
applications. The forms are in the handouts and can be found at:
http://www.penndot.gov/DoingBusiness/Permits/HighwayOccupancyPermits/Documents/H
OP%20Related%20Forms.pdf
The forms are included in the handouts.

Example Drawing for Utility Pole
Vertical Clearance
In no instance shall the vertical clearance over the pavement and shoulders of the highway be
less than 18 feet (see PA Code, Title 67, Chapter 459, Occupancy of Highways by Utilities).
However, higher vertical clearances may be required by the NESC. Example general vertical
clearance guides, based on 175 feet spans, are provided in the following table:
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Vertical Clearance Line Voltage (volts). As the voltage increases in the power lines the
minimum vertical clearance also increases.
•
•

18 feet 0-750
20 feet 750-15,000

•

22 feet 15,000-50,000

PennDOT LTAP Course: Managing Utility Cuts
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A utility pole located behind the incorrect type of guiderail could be a liability for the
municipality. For safety considerations, you may need to require the utility company to upgrade
the guiderail (reduce the post spacing) to reduce the unobstructed distance from the back of
the rail to the face of the pole.

Aboveground Facilities – Clear Zone
•
•

Shoulder
Recoverable slope

•
•

No obstructions - Guys
Crash
cluster
area
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Clear zone is defined as the total roadside border area, starting at the edge of traveled way,
available for safe use by errant vehicles. This area may consist of a shoulder, a recoverable
slope, a non-recoverable slope, and/or a clear run-out area. The width of the clear zone is
influenced by the traffic volume, the design speed and embankment slope.
Crash Cluster Area – You may limit the number of poles in high crash areas. A traffic and
engineering study could dictate the removal or relocation of a pole or guy depending on crash
history. (Crash clusters could also involve trees, intersections, or a curve.)
Guys – A permitted pole’s owner is responsible for obtaining a permit for any guy. The utility
pole owner/operator must be the permittee for the structure and all appurtenances (including
future changes). Normally, guys are an appurtenance to a new aboveground facility and not a
facility themselves, unless a guy is installed later to support additional wire by another utility
who is sharing the pole under an agreement with the pole owner. Without the pole there
would be no reason to install a guy.

Aboveground Facilities – Wireless Facilities
•
•
•

Location
Support equipment
Material

Wireless Communication Facilities, including small cell and distributed
antennae systems (DAS) encourage the use of existing poles and prohibit
installation on bridges. Support equipment should be mounted on poles.
Require adequate pull-off area beyond the shoulder for construction and
maintenance operations of the facility.
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Ordinance – Permit Applications
Forms
•
•

Permit Application
Instructions

•
•

Fee Schedule
Additional Items…

Example shown is from PSATS.
If you standardize your forms
based on the PennDOT forms
it will be much easier for the
utility companies so that they
are able to use the same forms
if they are working in a city,
township, or borough.
Permit Application
• Installation or replacement
of utilities
•
•
•

Opening of the surface.
Adjusting highway slope.
Plans

•
•
•

Fees
Traffic control
Drainage
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Example shown is PennDOT Form M-945A.

When will the permit be issued?
• Application requirements met
• Fees are paid
•
•

Specify a minimum review time for permit applications
Date permit starts and expires
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Ordinance – Emergency Repair
Emergency – An unforeseen occurrence or combination of circumstances which calls for
immediate action or remedy. Repair to a utility facility to repair damage resulting from a vehicle
accident or collision with the facility, a failed component or storm damage. The term does not
include service connections or disconnections unrelated to vehicle accident, a failed component
or storm damage.
An emergency could be to repair damage resulting from a vehicle accident, failed component of
the utility, or storm related damage. The definition should not allow for service connections or
disconnections.

Requirements
•

Substantiate the emergency work

•

Repair damage
– Vehicle accident or collision
– Failed utility component
– Storm damage
Require permit be obtained on first work day

•

Excavate – this should
include any size regardless
of how small.

Emergency Permit Cards
This is very important when dealing with the gas or water company and seeing that emergency
repairs are accounted for. This also could apply to an emergency sewer force main repair.
•
•
•
•
•

$5.00 each card
Contact municipality
Fill out card prior to work
Card required at site
Apply for normal permit within 15 days

•

Card valid for 1 year or 25 repairs

Ordinance – Revocation
A municipality could revoke a permit whenever it determines that the permitted facility is not
being maintained, is in violation of a condition of the permit, constitutes a hazard to traffic or
interferes with the proper use of the highway by the municipality or the public. A municipality
may revoke a permit for nonpayment of a fee including default of a check submitted for
payment.
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•

Abuse of emergency permit card

•

Failure to maintain facility
– Traffic hazard
– Interferes with normal use of road
– Default of payment (bad check)

Substantial Breach
•
•
•

Any of the permit terms and conditions are violated
Any violation of this or any applicable ordinance(s)
Failure to complete work

•

Failure to correct in a timely manner

Notice of Breach
•

•

Notify permittee in writing indicating
all accounts of violations that are
leading to permit revocation.
Require that that permittee respond
to the notice of breach within
specified time period
– Allows for remedy without
revocation

Ordinance – Revocation –
Dispute
Notice of Dispute M-945Y2
•

Applicant or Consultant can dispute
details of application or project.

Permitted Work M-945Y
•

Permittee or Contractor can dispute
details of permit or construction

Example shown is from PennDOT Form
M-945Y2.
PennDOT LTAP Course: Managing Utility Cuts
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Ordinance – Revocation
•
•
•

Probationary period for permit revocation
Automatic revocation
– Violation while on probationary period
Reimbursement of municipal costs
– Associated with restoration, completion or work
– Attorney's fees

Ordinance – Denial
•

Can the application be denied?

•

Based on what reasons?
– Prior revocation during probation
– 3 strikes and you’re out (revocations)

Caution! “Denial without
Remedy” Involve your
Solicitor!

Ordinance – Fees
•
•

Fees are one way to recover partial or total program operating costs
Fees
– One fee to cover all costs to permittee
– System of fees or fee structure (permit fee, inspection fee, degradation fee)

Degradation Fee – A fee that is charged to a permittee for a street cut or excavation that has
been applied for and granted within 5 or 10 years after a street has been repaved.
EXAMPLE: City of Harrisburg, Chapter 9, Section 103.8.B. The office of the City Engineer shall
also charge a degradation fee to a permittee for a street cut or excavation that has been
applied for and granted within 10 years after a street has been repaved. This charge will be on a
sliding-scale basis. The minimum charge is two square yards, rounded to the nearest whole
square yard.
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Fee Schedule
•

Issuance

•

Inspection
– Underground
– Surface openings
– Aboveground
– Crossings
– Seismograph
– Test holes
– Other

PennDOT Pub. 282. – You
could adopt this fee schedule
or create your own.

Permit Fees
•

•

Associated with
application and permit
process
Emergency permit fee
same amount or higher to
discourage abuse

•

Examples:
– $50.00 General issuance fee
– $65.00 Emergency permit card

•

Permit fees – Issuance and Inspection
– Underground facilities
– Overhead facilities
– Test holes
Exemptions
– Own authorities or forces
Time extension fees
Utility registration fees
Degradation fees

•
•
•
•

PennDOT LTAP Course: Managing Utility Cuts
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General Inspection Fee
Fees charged to defray costs incurred by the
municipality for spot or routine inspections of
permitted work.
•
•

•

•
•

Linear Feet – Trench
Square Feet – Surface Openings
Fees would vary upon size (36 sq. ft.) upon
location within pavement, shoulder, and
outside of pavement and shoulder
Each – Poles or Test holes
The fees would vary based upon number of poles, guys, and anchors. Fees would also vary
upon location within pavement or shoulder.
Underground Facilities – fees would vary dependent upon location within pavement,
shoulder and outside of pavement & shoulder

•

Surface Openings – fees would vary upon size (36 sq. ft.) upon location within pavement,
shoulder and outside of pavement and shoulder
Aboveground Facilities – fees would vary based upon number of poles, guys and anchors.

•
•

Test Holes – fees would vary upon location within pavement or shoulder.
Other fees

Degradation Fee
•
•
•

Associated with deterioration of the street caused by an excavation to a fairly new
reconstructed or resurfaced street.
Sliding scale basis: newer streets = higher fee
Minimum charge: could be two square yards, rounded to the nearest whole square
yard.

The fee is to cover a decrease in the useful life of the right-of-way caused by excavation in or
disturbance of the right–of-way resulting in the need to reconstruct such right-of-way earlier
than would be required if the excavation or disturbance did not occur.
Could be established at the time of permitting by the municipality to recover costs associated
with the decrease in the useful life of the right-of-way caused by the excavation.
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Ordinance – Fees
Fees: Degradation Example
Age of Street – Fee / Sq. Yd.
1st Year – $150
2nd Year – $140
3rd Year – $130
4th Year – $120
5th Year – $110
6th -10th Year – $100
Example: 3 ft. X 9 ft. cut in a new street would cost an extra $450
Pavement Structure Fees
Cement concrete surface
Asphalt surface with concrete base
Asphalt surface with asphalt base
Asphalt surface with aggregate base

Up to 1 yr.
$135.00
$140.00
$120.00
$110.00

1-2 yrs.
$125.00
$130.00
$110.00
$100.00

3-5 yrs.
$100.00
$105.00
$85.00
$75.00

Over 5
$85.00
$90.00
$70.00
$60.00

Ordinance – Security
Security is needed to insure all work is properly completed including restoration and covered
for a period up to 2 years
•

Surface openings
– Substantial amount of work
– Limited access highways
– Trench openings >500 feet
– Extreme care
– ADA curb ramps
– Backfill
– Facility owner not in business
– Modification of conditions
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Irrevocable Letter of Credit
•

Form of security, similar to cash, bond, or other security.

•
•
•

Permit issued conditionally upon issuance of Letter of Credit
Non-transferable
Automatically & annually extended

Example shown is from PennDOT Form 945L
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Highway Restoration and Maintenance Bond
•

Comply with and perform permitted work

•
•
•

Save and hold harmless the municipality
Specific amount of time
90-day cancellation notice

A Surety Bond could be provided by the applicant in a form and amount acceptable to the
municipality to guarantee restoration and/or necessary maintenance costs of the permitted
area in a manner
satisfactory to the
municipality for a
period of at least 2
years after the
acknowledged
completion of the
permitted work.
Example shown is
from PennDOT
Form M-945K.
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Additional Highway Restoration Obligation
•

Request waiver from requirement to protect pavement and shoulders

•

Request waiver to allow storage of material on pavement and shoulders

Example shown is
from PennDOT
Form 945U.
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Indemnification
•

•

Applicant not in the utility business
– Insurance to cover restoration and maintenance
Modification of conditions of permitted work
– Additional damage to highway
– Insurance for life of facility
$250,000/person

•

$1,000,000/occurrence

•

Example shown is from PennDOT Form M-945I Utility Indemnification I.E.; Engineering firm
applying for a HOP on behalf of a cell company.
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Certificate of Liability Insurance
•

Dated within 15 days of permit issuance

•

Insured - Permittee or contractor
– Insurance verification: The following is recommended language in the Description of
Operations section if providing a Blanket ACORD form: “Certificate holder is included as
an additional insured with respect to highway occupancy permit. Certificate holder will
be provided with 30 days advance notice of cancellation.”

•
•
•

$250,000/person
$1,000,000/occurrence
30-day
cancellation
notice

•

Blasting

Example shown is
from PennDOT Pub.
282
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Ordinance – Work Guarantee
•

•

If work is not completed, you need authority to complete by:
– Municipal forces
– Contractor
Invoice permittee for costs!
If restoration needs maintenance in future, you
need permittee to restore or authority to restore
and again charge the permittee.

Most ordinances require the permittee to be responsible for the street cut for a period of two
years beyond the final completion date.

Ordinance – Abandoned Facilities
Abandoned Facility: A facility no longer in service or physically disconnected from a portion of
the operating facility, or from any other facility, that is in use or still carries service. A facility is
not abandoned unless declared so by the right-of-way user.
Handout: PennDOT Design Manual Part 5, Appendix A
Discontinued Operations
• Any registrant (Utility) who has abandoned facilities within the right-of-way shall remove it
from that right-of-way, if required.
• Must provide documentation satisfactory to the municipality

Ordinance – Excavation Limits within ROW
It is unlawful for any permittee to make, or cause, or permit any excavation within ROW outside
boundaries as set forth in the permit.
•
•

Specify maximum excavation length
– 1200 Linear Feet
Specify types of equipment allowed on travel surfaces
– No metal track equipment

PennDOT LTAP Course: Managing Utility Cuts
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Ordinance – Regulations on Excavation Sites
•

Protection of the excavation
– Trenches to remain open must be covered

•

Housekeeping and removal of excavated material
– Specify sites for equipment storage
– All material to be stored at approved site
– Excavated material to be hauled to approved waste site

Hazardous material
•
•

Must be hauled to approved DEP waste site
May require DEP permit

Ordinance – Inspection
Site Inspection
•

Permittee shall make the worksite available to all municipal and authorized personnel by
law for inspections at all reasonable times during the execution of and upon completion of
work.

•

Contractor to notify municipal inspection services within specified time period prior to work
items requiring inspection
Establish inspection types and schedules

•

Notice of Completion
•

The permittee shall notify the municipality in writing within specified time when work under
any permit is completed

•
•

Permittee and municipality will coordinate final inspection/acceptance of work
Upon acceptance permittee shall furnish to the municipality a set of as-built drawings

Ordinance – Specifications
The GOAL is to restore your street or road to its Original Condition!

“Replacement in Kind”
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Ordinance – Specifications Cont.
•

•
•

Standards provided from utility companies
– Utility company to provide
– If registered should already be on file for
reference
Any municipal standards
Reference all PennDOT specifications to be
utilized

Most municipal street cut
programs refer to PennDOT
specifications.

Ordinance – Forms
•
•
•

Application
Indemnification
Maintenance Bonds

•
•
•

Letter of Credit
Highway Restoration Obligations
Notice of Dispute

•

Sketches
– Single Pole
– Multi-pole
– Surface openings

Keep it simple for the utility company that works on state roads and several different municipal
roads by utilizing the standard PennDOT forms and construction specifications.
This plan is an acceptable alternative to an Applicant's own plan for an opening not more than
500 feet in state highway right-of-way, provided the entire opening is in the same municipality.
Typical uses would include an opening less than 36 square feet for emergency repairs or service
connections; crossings – either boring or open cut method (if approved); boring pits; and
longitudinal openings up to 500 linear feet. Multiple openings are also acceptable on this plan.
The typical information on the back of this form must also be completed.

PennDOT LTAP Course: Managing Utility Cuts
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Example of PennDOT M-949C Form
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Example of PennDOT M-949C Form
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Ordinance – Other Items to Consider
Above Ground Facilities
•

Guy wire markers: guy sheathed in high visibility plastic
tubing within 6 feet of ground

“Safety and Liability”

Attachments to bridges
Utility attachment to bridges is covered in PennDOT Pub. 282. Pub. 282 provides detailed
information on Bridge Occupancy Licensing (BOL). Chapter 459.10a(a) requires a BOL (Form M 906 L) in order for a person to attach a utility facility to a State bridge or modify an existing
utility facility. With the incorporation of BOLs into EPS, Form M- 906 L is now issued by the
District HOP Units. Districts can establish accounts for new customers, issue and maintain
licenses through the system, and process application fees. Central Office will continue to
monitor licenses and accounts in the system at a statewide level; generate annual rental
invoices; and receive and process annual rental fees required under the statute and
459.10a(b)(3).

Bar Holes
•
•
•
•
•

2-inch diameter or smaller
Placed in pavement for leak detection or venting of gases
Multiple holes at a leak
Filled within 15 days
Subject to inspection fees

PennDOT has defined a bar hole as hole two inches or less in
diameter which is placed in the pavement for the purposes of leak
detection and/or venting of gases.

Drilling, Boring, Driving, or Tunneling
•
•
•
•

Improved areas
3 feet of cover (min.)
Casings ≥30-inch diameter filled with grout
Jetting not allowed
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Trenching
Chapter 459.8. (b) Trenching across the improved area. Trenching across an improved area
may be performed only when specifically authorized by the permit, in accordance with the
following:
•
•

(1) The top of every utility facility shall be installed at least 3 feet beneath the surface.
(2) Trenching across the improved area may be authorized by the permit where drilling,
boring, driving or tunneling are:
o (i) Not feasible because:
▪ (A) The subsurface is solid rock, as documented with satisfactory evidence
such as drill records, or where boring was attempted without success.
▪ (B) There are other facilities located longitudinally under the improved area
and their location precludes methods other than trenching, as documented
with a detailed plan.
▪ (C) Adjacent development in a very congested urban area makes the
construction of a tunneling or boring shaft impossible.
o (ii) Not required because of one of the following:
▪ (A) The highway is unpaved.
▪ (B) The Department’s wearing course is older than 10 years, and the highway
average daily traffic—ADT—does not exceed 500.

Parallel Openings
•

Outside pavement and shoulder

•
•
•

3 feet of cover (min.)
200 feet long opening (max.)
Protect opening
– Motorist
– Bicyclists
– Pedestrians
Stop work during peak traffic hours
Cover openings at night – steel plates

•
•

Chapter 459.8. (c) Openings parallel to the highway. Requirements for openings parallel to the
highway are as follows:
• (1) A utility facility shall be placed outside the pavement and shoulder unless there is no
feasible space outside the pavement and shoulder for placing the facility, in which case
occupancy within the pavement or shoulder may be authorized by the permit.
• (2) The top of a utility facility shall be installed at least 3 feet beneath the surface.
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•

(3) On an unpaved highway, the near edge of the opening shall be at least 12 feet from the
general center line of the traveled highway, or as authorized in paragraph (1).

•

(4) No opening may be made for more than 200 linear feet at one time, unless authorized
by the permit.

•

(5) The permittee shall protect its openings to provide for the safety of the traveling public,
including motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians.

459.8. (d) Daily stoppage of work requirements. Daily stoppage of work requirements includes
the following:
•

(1) Except for emergency repairs of utility facilities, work within the pavement or shoulder
shall be stopped prior to peak traffic hours that may exist on a particular highway on a
particular day and as specified in the permit.

•

(2) At the end of each workday, an opening in the right-of-way shall be one of the following:
o (i) Covered with steel plates or bridging over openings which are less than 6 feet in
either length or width. The plates or bridging shall be extended a minimum of 18
inches from each edge of the opening and shall be secured in a safe manner.
o (ii) Backfilled under subsection (g) to the bottom elevation of the pavement or base
course, or to the original surface elevation if outside the pavement and shoulder,
and protected under Chapter 203 (relating to work zone traffic control) and an
approved traffic control plan until the surface is restored to its former condition.
o (iii) Protected under Chapter 203 and an approved traffic control plan, if the
permittee has delivered certificates of insurance under § 459.7(12) (relating to
general conditions).

•

(3) The permittee shall protect its openings to provide for the safety of the traveling public,
including motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians.

Plowing
•
•
•
•
•

Not allowed in right-of-way, pavement, or shoulder
Unpaved shoulder – no frost
3 feet or greater from
edge of pavement
3 feet of cover (min.)
Install under
structures
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Plowing Cont.
Chapter 459.8 (e) Plowing operations. Plowing operations shall comply with the following:
•
•
•
•

(1) No plowing will be permitted within the right-of-way, unless authorized by the permit.
(2) Plowing operations will not be authorized in the pavement or paved shoulders.
(3) Plowing operations in unpaved shoulders are not allowed from December through
March inclusive or at other times when there is frost in the top 3 feet beneath the surface.
(4) No plowing is authorized within 3 feet from the edge of the pavement. A greater
distance shall be attained wherever possible.

•

(5) The opening shall be a minimum depth of 3 feet. If this depth cannot be consistently
maintained, the proper depth shall be achieved by trenching.

•

(6) The utility facility shall be installed under any structures that are less than 3 feet deep.
Disturbed structures shall be repaired or replaced by the permittee.
(7) The disturbed area shall be restored in conjunction with the plowing operation. Heaved
surfaces shall be scarified to a depth of at least 4 inches, extending at least 1 foot on either
side of the heaved area for the entire length of the heaved area. The disturbed area shall
then be graded, backfilled where necessary, and compacted until the disturbed area is
restored to a condition at least equal to that which existed before plowing.

•

Disposition of Material
•
•
•

Improved area kept clean
Control dust
Remove and dispose unsuitable material

•
•

Suitable material – not blocking drainage
No storage of material on roadway or shoulder

459.8. (f) Disposition of materials. The responsibility of the permittee for disposition of
materials is as follows:
• (1) The permittee shall keep the improved area free of material which may be deposited by
vehicles traveling upon or entering onto the highway during the performance of work
authorized by the permit.
• (2) The permittee is responsible for controlling dust conditions created by its own
operations.
•
•

(3) Excess material and material that is not suitable for backfill shall be promptly removed
and properly disposed of outside the right-of-way as the work progresses.
(4) Other material shall be stored under § 203.9(b) (relating to general requirements), and
so that there will be no interference with the flow of highway drainage.
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•

(5) The permittee is not authorized to close a portion of the pavement or shoulder to traffic
for the primary purpose of storing material. If the permittee stores material on the
pavement or shoulder, the permittee thereby acknowledges its obligation and commitment
to repair or reconstruct the pavement and shoulder, if damaged, to its former condition, in
a manner authorized by the district office. Delivered material may not be stored overnight
on the pavement.

•

(6) The district office may authorize the permittee to restore the pavement or shoulder
from superficial surface damage with a seal coat or surface treatment.

New Utilities
•
•
•

Regulate utility location
Adjacent to roadway
Utility easements at rear property lines

•

Relocation or removal at utility’s cost

Topic Wrap Up / Program Development
Ordinance Typical Items
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intent and Purpose
Definitions
Administration
Facility Service Registration
Permit Requirements
Permit Applications
Issuance of Permits
Emergency Excavations
Revocation
Denial
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fees
Security
Work Guarantee
Abandoned and Unusable Facilities
Limits Upon Excavations within ROW
Regulations on Excavation Sites
Inspections
Specifications
Forms
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INSPECTION
The Inspector
•
•
•
•

Knowledge
Experience
Authority
NICET and NECEPT certification

Knowledge
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ordinance regulations and state statutes
Technical specifications
PA One Call regulations
Temporary traffic control guidelines (MUTCD, PennDOT Pubs 212 and 213)
OSHA regulations (trenching and shoring)
Blasting regulations

Permits and Paperwork
•
•

Permit on-site
PA One Call marked out

•
•

Construction drawings on-site
Establish contact person

Inspections – Types and Schedules
Traffic Control Plan
•

Devices properly positioned

•
•
•

Quality of devices
Revised as conditions change
Sidewalks and pedestrians
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Drainage
Altering drainage should be prohibited unless specifically authorized by the highway occupancy
permit. The inspection should involve downstream areas to be sure that facilities are clear and
construction materials are not placed so as to affect storm water runoff during the project.
Inlet protection may be needed downstream from the project site depending on the disturbed
area and length of the project.
•
•
•
•

Maintain proper flow
Clean roadway and shoulders
Inlet protection down stream
Best Management Practices (BMPs) need to be in place according to erosion and
sedimentation control plan.

Work area (During work and after completion)
•
•

Clean
Safe

•

Restored

Excavation and shoring
•
•

Material for reuse
Disposed of at specified site

•
•

Excavated material should be hauled from the site and disposed of at an approved location
and should not be allowed to be placed on the pavement.
E and S controls

•

OSHA standards for trenching and shoring
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Trenching and Shoring
The inspectors should be trained on proper
trenching and the use of shoring.

Weight of Soil
•
•

Average weight ~ 100 pounds/ft3
Cubic yard ~ 2,700 pounds

=
One cubic yard of soil can weigh as much as a 2018
Toyota Corolla (2,800 lbs.).

Cave-In Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soil Type
Traffic
Weather
Depth of cut
Nearby structures
Water surface and ground)
Utilities (overhead and underground)
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Types of Soils
•
•

Stable rock means natural solid mineral matter that can be excavated with vertical sides
and remain intact while exposed.
Type A means cohesive soils with an unconfined, compressive strength of 1.5 ton per
square foot (tsf) or greater. Examples of cohesive soils are: clay, silty clay, sandy clay, clay
loam and, in some cases, silty clay loam and sandy clay loam. Cemented soils such as caliche
and hardpan are also considered Type A. However, no soil is Type A if: (i) The soil is fissured;
or (ii) The soil is subject to vibration from heavy traffic, pile
driving, or similar effects; or (iii) The soil has been
previously disturbed; or (iv) The soil is part of a sloped,
layered system where the layers dip into the excavation on
a slope of four horizontal to one vertical (4H:1V) or
greater; or (v) The material is subject to other factors that
would require it to be classified as a less stable material.

•

Type B means: (i) Cohesive soil with an unconfined compressive strength greater than 0.5
tsf but less than 1.5 tsf; or (ii) Granular cohesion less soils including: angular gravel (similar
to crushed rock), silt, silt loam, sandy loam and, in some cases, silty clay loam and sandy clay
loam. (iii) Previously disturbed soils except those which would otherwise be classed as Type
C soil. (iv) Soil that meets the unconfined compressive strength or cementation
requirements for Type A, but is fissured or subject to
vibration; or (v) Dry rock that is not stable; or (vi)
Material that is part of a sloped, layered system where
the layers dip into the excavation on a slope less steep
than four horizontal to one vertical (4H:1V), but only if
the material would otherwise be classified as Type B.

•

Type C means: (i) Cohesive soil with an unconfined
compressive strength of 0.5 tsf (48 kPa) or less; or (ii) Granular
soils including gravel, sand, and loamy sand; or (iii)
Submerged soil or soil from which water is freely seeping; or
(iv) Submerged rock that is not stable, or (v) Material in a
sloped, layered system where the layers dip into the
excavation or a slope of four horizontal to one vertical (4H:1V)
or steeper.
Unconfined Compressive Strength is the load per unit area at which soil will fail in
compression. This measure can be determined by laboratory testing, or it can be estimated
in the field using a pocket penetrometer, by thumb penetration tests, or by other methods.

•
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Layered Soil Failure
The graphic illustrates two different trench
collapse scenarios. The left side depicts a
“strong over weak” shear failure in which
the top layer will collapse over the weaker
bottom layer. The second, “weak over
strong” shear failure finds the weaker top
layer caving into the trench.
Soft Zone Failure
The photo on the left depicts a trench collapse
caused by a soft zone failure. The soft zone is a
layer of soft soil, sandwiched horizontally
between two layers of stable soil. The soft zone
causes the top layer of stable soil to have a weak
foundation, leading to collapse. The introduction
of water to a stable trench can undermine the
soil, creating a soft zone. Soft zones also occur
naturally over time as soil layers are formed.
Sloughing [Air Drying]
Sloughing occurs when a trench wall becomes so dry
that it creates a weak area. Wind blowing into an
open trench is a common cause of sloughing. This
weak area cannot support the weight of the soil
above and will eventually cause the trench to
collapse.
Soft Pockets
When an area containing varying soil types is trenched,
soft pockets may be encountered. While the trench
walls consist of mostly stable soils, soft areas of sandy
soil are exposed at depths under the surface. These soft,
sandy areas are weak spots and will cave in, creating a
void beneath more stable soils. Gravity and time will
combine to fill the void by way of a trench collapse.
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Wedge Edge Failure
One of the ways that the void will be filled by a wedge
failure. A large section of the trench wall will collapse by
sliding down the shear failure surface and into the trench.
The wedge failure begins as fissures along the surface of
the ground. Gravity then acts to create a fracture that
continues from the surface down to the area of the void,
causing the wedge of soil to collapse into the trench in an angular fashion.
Rotational Failure
Another way collapsed soft pockets fill voids is a
rotational failure. Here, the wedge failure area doesn’t
slide to the bottom of the trench at an angle, but
rather rotates downwards in a circular fashion along
the shear failure surface and into the bottom of the
trench. Soil failure first occurs at the bottom of the
trench which can be seen as budging of the side of the
trench.

Protective Systems
There are different types of protective systems.
Sloping involves cutting back the trench wall at
an angle inclined away from the excavation.
Benching involves excavating to form one or a series of horizontal levels or steps.
Shoring requires installing aluminum hydraulic
or other types of supports to prevent soil
movement and cave-ins.
Shielding protects workers by using trench
boxes or other types of supports to prevent
soil cave-ins.
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Sloping & Benching
Excavating to form sides of an excavation that are inclined away from the excavation so as to
prevent cave-ins
Maximum Allowable Slopes
Soil or Rock Type
Maximum allowable slopes for
excavations <20 ft. deep
Stable Rock
Type A
Type B
Type C

Vertical (90º)
3/4 : 1 (52º)
1 : 1 (45º)
1½ : 1 (34º)

Approximate Angle of Repose for Sloping Sides of Excavations
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Inspection – Types and Schedules
Backfilling and Compaction
•
•

Proper material
Compacted in layers

•
•

Suitable equipment
Density tests

The use of PennDOT approved highway materials is very
important. Layers of material should not exceed 8 feet thick if vibratory compaction equipment
is utilized. Compaction is covered within Chapter 459.8(g).

Inspection – Backfilling

“To test or not to test!”

Density tests
•
•
•
•
•

95% density – define test method
Permittee responsible for testing
Large projects or deep trenches
Use suitable material – 2RC or 2A
Compact in layers
– Hand equipment
– Jumping Jack
– Plate Compactors
– Trench Compactors

•

Inspection to insure compacting in layers

Select Granular Material according to PennDOT specs is 2RC.
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Figure 7-7 PennDOT HOP
Left side deals with excavations within the shoulder or pavement whereas the right side covers
excavations outside of the shoulder or more than 3 feet outside of pavement edge.

Inspection – Backfilling
Material
•
•

•

Fine Aggregate is usually placed around and up to
a point 12 inches over top of the utility
Aggregate Backfill - Select Granular Material (2RC)
is then used to complete backfilling the trench
prior to placing bituminous material.
Retained suitable material (2RC) is then used to
complete backfilling the trench prior to placing
bituminous material.
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•

Flowable Backfill was not an approved backfill material when Chapter 459 was amended in
1989, “flowable fill” is now acceptable backfill material which can preclude subsidence and
minimize lane closure durations (see Publication 408, Section 220) and is preferred backfill
material if the opening is within the pavement and shoulders.

Flowable Backfill: Mixture of coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, water and air entraining agents,
either cement or pozzolans, or a combination of both, and may or may not include bottom ash,
or other admixtures.
PennDOT Pub. 408, Section 220.
• Type A and Type B. Future excavation of the backfill may be necessary such as at utility
trenches, pipe trenches, bridge abutments, and around box or arch culverts.
• Type C. Excavation of backfills not anticipated, including replacing unsuitable soils below
structure foundations, filling abandoned conduits, tunnels and mines, and backfilling
around pipe culverts where extra strength is required.
• Type D. Construction in areas requiring low-density backfill material as in abutments over
highly deformable soils, backfilling retaining walls, filling vaults, and backfilling on top of
buried structures.

Inspection – Types and Schedules
Asphalt Surface Restoration
•
•

Temporary Pavement
Permanent Pavement

Concrete Surface Restoration
•

Rigid Pavement

•

Rigid Pavement with Bituminous Overlay

Typical standards can be found in PennDOT Pub.: This is normally how trenches are backfilled
and maintained for a period of 90 days to allow for any settlement around the pipe.
Be sure that the wearing surface has the proper skid resistance level (SRL).
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Temporary Pavement Restoration

This is normally how trenches are backfilled and maintained for a period of 90 days to allow for
any settlement around the pipe.

Permanent Flexible Pavement Restoration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum 90 days unless Flowable Backfill was used
Cut back 6 to 12 inches for Clean Edge
Excavate old and temporary material
Compact sub-grade
Tack coat all vertical edges
Place SUPERPAVE materials in layers
Seal edges 12 inches wide – PG 64-22.
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Figure 7-3 PennDOT HOP
SUPERPAVE Wearing Course to match existing SRL.

Permanent Concrete Restoration
•
•

Minimum 90 days unless Flowable Backfill was used
Cut back 6 to 12 inches for Clean Edge

•
•
•

Excavate old and temporary material
Compact sub-grade
Place reinforcing steel, tie bolts, etc.

•
•

Place concrete
Texture surface

Surfaces with Bituminous Overlay
•
•

Place SUPERPAVE over cured concrete
Seal edges 12” wide – PG 64-22.
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Rigid Pavement Restoration: Figure 7-4 PennDOT HOP

Similar to Flexible Pavement Restoration, be sure that the wearing surface has the proper skid
resistance level (SRL).
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Inspection – Paint Identification
After Restoration…
•
•

Date painted on road – month + year
Numbers 6 – 9 inches high

•
•

Paint colors similar to 811 markings
Maintain painted date – 2 years

Inspection – Appurtenances
Manhole or Valve Box
•
•

•

Top of appurtenance level with adjacent surface
Manholes in paved shoulders
– 4 inches thickness of paving
– 12 inches around appurtenance to prevent washouts
Manholes meet Pub. 408, Sect. 713.2(c)

Inspection – Additional Restoration
•

4+ in 100 Linear Feet of Road

•
•
•

Overlay total area of all travel lanes affected
May require milling prior to overlay
Pavement marking replacement

•

Seal joints with PG material

Inspection – Maintaining Traffic
Temporary Steel Plates
•
•

Sized to provide adequate bearing at plate edges – typically 18 inches
Securely anchored

•

Exposed plate edges feathered with asphalt

Open utility holes need to be covered with steel plates or bridging over openings which are less
than 6 feet in either length or width. The steel plates or bridging shall be extended a minimum
of 18 inches from each edge of the opening. Thus, an opening which is four feet wide and ten
feet long may be covered with steel plates at the end of a workday.
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Inspections – Types and Schedules
Project Closeout
•
•

Right-of-way restoration
Site clean up

•
•
•

Punch list items
Adjacent pavement condition
Erosion and Sedimentation Control and BMPs

Record keeping: Keep the As-Built Plans
Standard Inspection Form

“Inspector’s Checklist”

Fee Schedule
•
•
•
•

General Issuance
Time Extension
HOP Revision
Inspection Fee to Cover:
– Underground Facilities
– Surface Openings
– Aboveground Facilities
– Crossings – conveyors
– Test Holes
– Additional cost
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Inspection – Wrap Up
•

Types and schedules
– Excavation and protection
– Backfilling

•
•

Pavement restoration
– PennDOT Standards
As built plans

•

Fees
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REGULATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
PA Code Title 67 Chapter 459
Occupancy of Highway by Utilities
PennDOT Pub 282
Highway Occupancy Permits Operations Manual
PennDOT Pub 408
Construction specifications
PennDOT Pub 16
Design Manual Part 5 - Utility Relocation
PennDOT Pub 212
Official Traffic Control Devices
PennDOT Pub 213
Temporary Traffic Control Guidelines
PennDOT Pub 72M
Roadway Construction (RC) Standards
PA One Call – 811
Temporary Traffic Control
OSHA 1926
Occupational Health and Safety
Municipal standards?

Regulations – PA One Call
Providing underground utility notification since 1972 to all members in all 67 Pa Counties. The
Pa One Call system (811) is in place to prevent damage to underground facilities.
http://www.pa1call.org
Purpose: To protect the public health and safety by preventing excavation or demolition work
from damaging underground lines…
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Law: PA Act 287 of 1974 as amended by Act 50 of 2017
•

Enforcement by PUC with $$$ Penalties

•
•

Definitions aimed at natural resources extraction
Change in duties and requirements
– Facility owners
– Designers
– Excavators
– Project Owners
Lawful start date shall be 3 business days through 10 business days following notification to
811

•
•

Notify 911 for line impact and vapor release

PA One Call Facility Owner Requirements
•

Be member of One Call

•
•
•

Mark, stake, or locate your underground lines within 2 working days of request.
Mark within 18 inches from outside wall
Use required color code

•

Report to PUC within 30 days of receiving notice that lines were damaged

Training is available from PA One Call to instruct your employees on the proper way to mark
your facilities.

PA One Call Color Coding
Electric _______________________Red
Gas, Oil, Steam _________________Yellow
Potable Water __________________Blue
Irrigation, Reclaimed Water _______Purple
Sewer_________________________Green
Communications, Signal Lines______Orange
Temp. Survey Markings __________Pink
Proposed Excavation ___________White
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You are required to mark the site in white
unless you give exact site information.
Marking the site means you are helping
the person locate your lines to know
exactly where they are digging. It also may
help to get the lines marked in the correct
location without any delay in your work
schedule.
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Regulations – Temporary Traffic Control
Federal Regulations – The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD)
PA Regulations – Penn DOT Publication 213, Temporary Traffic
Control Guidelines. This publication covers closing lanes to
detouring traffic for utility work or Halloween parades.
Temporary Traffic Control – Penn DOT Publication 213

Temporary Traffic Control Guidelines
Urban & Rural Work Zones
• Publication 213 applies to contractors; utilities; federal, state, county, and municipal
governments; and others performing construction, maintenance, emergency, permit work,
utility work, or any other type of work on highways or so closely adjacent to a highway that
workers, equipment, or materials encroach on the roadway or interfere with the normal
movement of traffic. This also includes any special event that necessitates the need for
temporary traffic control. Refer to Chapter 212.402 for a complete list of types of work that
are exempt from the requirements contained in this publication and the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).
• The traffic control schemes in Pub. 213 are essential to satisfy the needs and control of all
highway users (including motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians, and persons with disabilities in
accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990) traveling through the work
zone.
Flagger Training – Every 3 years
• All flaggers at a minimum shall have training as per the most current version of Publication
408, Section 901.3(y), Flagger Training. Because flaggers are responsible for public safety
and make the greatest contact with the public, it is essential to practice safe traffic control
and public contact techniques.
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Hard Hats – Type I and High-Visibility Safety Garments – Class 2
• General Note A-8. All workers engaged in or entering into any field operation involving
maintenance, construction, design, surveying, inspection, traffic studies, etc. and/or are
exposed to moving vehicles and equipment are required to wear hard hats meeting ANSI
Type I requirements and high-visibility vests, t-shirts or sweatshirts which meet the ANSI
Class 2 or 3 safety garment requirements. A raincoat or jacket which meets ANSI Class 2 or 3
safety garment requirements may be worn during inclement weather. All visitors and others
present on a work site in an official capacity must comply with these requirements.
Publication 213, Temporary Traffic Control applies
to anyone working on a street or road.

“If it is your street or
road, YOU have
Liability.”

Shadow Vehicle – A vehicle positioned within the activity in advance of the work space and
work vehicles. The primary purpose of the shadow vehicle is to provide advance information to
approaching drivers while protecting workers and work vehicles. Any vehicle can be used as a
shadow vehicle as long as it is equipped with a flashing, oscillating, or revolving yellow light
which is visible from any direction (360° visibility) and is not being used as a work vehicle. The
yellow light must be activated within an active work zone.
Proper position of the flagger is important for visibility and safety.
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Regulations – OSHA
Occupational and Safety Health Administration
PART 1926 Safety and Health Regulations for Construction
•

Subpart P – Excavations
– Sections 1926.650-1926.652
o Appendix A-F
Excavation: Is any man-made cut, cavity, trench, or depression in an earth surface, formed by
earth removal.
https://www.osha.gov
1926 Subpart P - Excavations
•
•
•

1926.650 – Scope, application, and definitions applicable to this subpart.
1926.651 – Specific Excavation Requirements.
1926.652 – Requirements for protective systems.

•
•
•
•

1926 Subpart P App A – Soil Classification
1926 Subpart P App B – Sloping and Benching
1926 Subpart P App C – Timber Shoring for Trenches
1926 Subpart P App D – Aluminum Hydraulic Shoring for Trenches

•
•

1926 Subpart P App E – Alternatives to Timber Shoring
1926 Subpart P App F – Selection of Protective Systems

OSHA – Dangers of Trenching and Excavation
•
•
•
•
•

Cave-ins
Falls
Falling Loads
Hazardous Atmospheres
Mobile Equipment

OSHA – Protect Yourself – Do not enter an unprotected trench
•
•

Trenches 5 feet deep or greater require a protective system unless the excavation is made
entirely in stable rock.
Trenches 20 feet deep or greater require that the protective system be designed by a
registered professional engineer or be based on tabulated data prepared and/ or approved
by a registered professional engineer.
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There are different types of protective systems.

Sloping involves cutting back the trench wall at an angle inclined away from the excavation.
Benching involves excavating to form one or a series of horizontal levels or steps.
Shoring requires installing aluminum hydraulic or other types of supports to prevent soil
movement and cave-ins.
Shielding protects workers by using trench boxes or other types of supports to prevent soil
cave-ins.
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OSHA – Competent Person
Person is capable of:
•
•

•

Identifying hazards
Identifying working conditions
– unsanitary
– hazardous
– dangerous
Who has authorization to eliminate them

Competent person means one who is capable of identifying existing and predictable hazards in
the surroundings or working conditions, which are unsanitary, hazardous, or dangerous to
employees, and who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them.

OSHA – Access and Egress
Safe access and egress in trenches 4 feet or deeper
• Ladders (extend 3 feet above trench)
• Steps
•
•

Ramps
Or other safe means of exit

“Devices must be
located within 25 feet
of all workers.”

OSHA – General Rules
General Trenching and Excavation Rules
•

Keep heavy equipment away from trench edges.

•
•
•

Keep surcharge loads at least 2 feet (0.6 meters) from trench edges.
Know where underground utilities are located.
Test for low oxygen, hazardous fumes, and toxic gases.

•
•
•

Inspect trenches at the start of each shift.
Inspect trenches following a rainstorm.
Do not work under raised loads.
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Topic Wrap Up / Regulations and Specifications
•
•
•
•

PennDOT Regulations and Specifications
PA One Call
Temporary Traffic Control
OSHA

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
Planning
Implementation

Plan / Develop
Preliminary Program
•
•
•
•
•

Draft ordinance
Draft specifications
Research fee structures
Evaluate personnel
requirements
Consider Budget
– Revenues
– Expenditures

Involve elected officials and
explain program benefits
•
•
•

Protecting huge investment in
streets and roads
Providing better rideability for
good public relations
Reduction of liability
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Notify and Meet with Utilities and Contractors
•

Explain importance of program

•
•
•

Review proposed program
Discuss their questions and concerns
Consider their input

Meet and Review with Municipal Employees
Meet and Review with Enforcing Authority
•
•
•

Police
Fire
Inspectors

Prepare Ordinance and Advertise
•
•

Set effective dates
Prepare news release

Coordinate with annual street (road) program
and/or
Coordinate with 5-year capital improvements plan

Keep records
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a file/record keeping system
Pavement history
Inspection reports
As-built drawings
Correspondence
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“Be realistic when
coordinating combined
projects with utility
companies.”
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WRAP UP / MANAGING UTILITY CUTS
Items we discussed
•

Program Development
– Ordinance
– Specifications
– Forms

•

Inspection
– Types and schedules
– Provided some general knowledge

•

Regulations and specifications
– Penn DOT publications
– Pa One Call
– Temporary traffic control
– OSHA

•

Program Implementation
– Planning
– Implementing
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EVALUATIONS
In three months, you will receive an evaluation form via email for this course. Please complete
the form and email back to ltap@psats.org. Your evaluation is combined with other class
participants to support the value of the training.

FOR MORE ASSISTANCE...
Address : Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Bureau of Planning and Research
400 North Street, 6th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Website: https://gis.penndot.gov/ltap/
Phone: 1-800-FOR-LTAP or 717-787-5243
Fax:
717-783-9152
Email: ltap@state.pa.us
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